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Welcome to the December edition of Event Horizon. The next newsletter will be
February. Merry Christmas & Best Wishes for the New Year
December Meeting/Christmas Party:
Start time is 6:30pm - please see the flyer in the newsletter - Page 8.
Bring some change for the raffle and lolly weight guessing comp.
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General Meetings: There’ll be supper available ($1per serve) from
6:30pm prior to the meeting at 7:30pm. Tea & coffee is provided free of
charge.
Combined Societies Meeting: New Discovery Awards to Greg Bock, Peter Marples, &
Pat Pearl - congratulations guys!
Leyburn Dark Sky Site: Due to the current drought conditions, showers may not be
available at the General Store in Leyburn. Take extra water.
In the News: 9000 year old supernova remnant
Dark Matters: Aussie ‘Hidden Figures’
January Sky Map: - please check http://www.skymaps.com/downloads.html

SAS club t-shirt - Pricing has been sourced for new SAS polo shirts and beanies.
Details at the meeting. Interested? - please see Brendan Junge.
Membership cards: for membership issues:
please contact Bronwyn Smith (Secretary) starlight4@outlook.com
Julie Lancaster (committee member) bomma02@optusnet.com.au.

or

Clear Skies –
Julie Lancaster (This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects,
items for sale, etc. are all welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build
your item for publication.)

The Contents are hyperlinked. Select ▲ to return to Contents page.

ABOUT SAS
The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography,
Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our members
specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become
very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and
supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone
interested is invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join.
Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings. The SAS
Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more. http://www.sas.org.au/
Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well
some digital media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months.
The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
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Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute articles
along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to
be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website
and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Presidential Musings

~

Hello again SAS members! ,
I will keep this presidents report brief.
At this meeting… It is time for our Christmas Party and I am looking forward to seeing you all this Saturday for a great evening!
Also, remember we will be bringing shirts in again for sizing for those keen to purchase one. Also beanies are available. Note there is a minimum order number for
both and 50% deposit is required. We have 3 interested so a few more required if we are to place an order.
Last month...

I want to thank Tony Kim, Brendan Carr, Caleb Kam who assisted me with an outreach event at All Saints Anglican School. We showed the children equipment and
explained how they work as Mother Nature decided this was one evening for total cloud cover over the Gold Coast. It was still a successful event enjoyed by the
kids and their parents. It also served as a great fall-back option if weather is against us.
We also celebrated our Combined Societies Meeting last Friday at UQ in St Lucia. What a wonderful event that was wonderfully hosted by Claire Houston of AAQ.
SAS was in the awards, taking out several Discovery Awards. Our recipients on the night were Greg Bock, Peter Marples, and Pat Pearl in recognition of their
Supernova discoveries.
Coming Up...
We have the Christmas and New Year period. I want to wish you and your families a most wonderful Christmas and a safe and prosperous 2020!

That is all from me and I look forward to seeing you all at our Christmas Party this Saturday.
The SAS, making astronomy GREAT again!
So get your gear out and point it up!
Brendan Junge (President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Christmas party - Saturday @ 6pm,14th December 2019

Saturday @ 7:30pm, 8th February 2020
Leyburn weekends:
24th to 26th January 2020
21st to 23rd February 2020
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In the News -
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West Australian telescope finds 9,000-year-old supernova remnant
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2019-12-02/supernova-remnant-

What's that large, faint ring in the middle of the image above? It's the remnants of a
supernova explosion that took place less than 9,000 years ago.

The arch of the Milky Way over the Guilderton Lighthouse. Where the supernova
now known as G0.1-9.7 would have been visible in the night sky when it exploded
is shown.
(Paean Ng/Astrordinary Imaging)

Key points
•
•
•

Researchers have found 27 new supernova remnants
A radio telescope in remote Western Australia allowed them to find remnants that
were bigger, older and fainter than what has been found before
Supernova remnants are like the fossils of dead stars and provide a history of
where stars lived and died.

Dubbed G0.1-9.7 in reference to its distance from the galactic centre of the Milky Way
(0.1 degrees east and 9.7 degrees south), it would have been visible to Indigenous
people across Australia at the time.
A supernova is a very rapid explosion from a star that's ended its life, said
astrophysicist Natasha Hurley-Walker of Curtin University's node of the International
Centre for Radio Astronomy Research, who led the team that discovered this remnant
and 26 others.
They published their findings in three separate papers in the Publications of the
Astronomical Society of Australia last month. "When a star runs out of fuel, it starts to
collapse downward because the radiation that would be generated from the fusion is
no longer keeping it in a big sphere," Dr Hurley-Walker said.
"Then that causes a huge thermonuclear explosion which throws off a massive shell of expanding material, and that moves very quickly, thousands of kilometres
per second." And because it's moving so fast, it's slamming into the space around it and gathering up all of the material that was lying around the star.
This slows the supernova down, and also makes it glow very brightly, Dr Hurley-Walker said.
"Typically when they explode they're very, very bright for a few days and then they get dimmer and dimmer and dimmer," she said.
"In historical records they're called guest stars, because [one] looked like a very, very, very bright star and it tended to even be visible during the day'
Seen close-up, Dr Hurley-Walker thinks supernova remnants look like soap bubbles or beautiful expanding spheres.
She and her colleagues have been using Western Australia's Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) radio telescope to hunt for them, as part of the Galactic and
Extragalactic All-sky MWA survey or GLEAM.
The benefits of looking for supernova remnants in the radio spectrum rather than the visible spectrum is that, while they show up in the visible spectrum for only
1,000 years or so, they can be seen in the radio for tens to hundreds of thousands of years, Dr Hurley-Walker said. And due to the MWA's wide bandwidth — it
maps the sky using radio waves between 72 and 231 megahertz — the researchers were able to see the sky in radio colour.

In the News - cont ~
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Dr Hurley-Walker made the lowest frequencies red, the middle frequencies green and the highest frequencies blue.
"The radio colour that we have here, the wide bandwidth, allows us to actually disentangle objects which would otherwise be completely masked by the complexity of
the regions if we were looking in black and white," she said.
Use the slider below to see how an optical view of the galactic centre of the Milky Way compares to the view the MWA sees in the radio spectrum.
While 295 supernova remnants have already been discovered, what's special about these 27 new ones is that the MWA allowed the researchers to pick up remnants
that were bigger, older and fainter than what had been found before. And as you can see in the rogues' gallery below, the "roundish things" the team were looking for
are all very different from each other.
Visible in the radio, invisible in the infrared
G0.1-9.7 exploded in a fairly low-density part of space, Dr Hurley-Walker said. This has meant there wouldn't have been much material around it, so it's quite faint,
and it's been able to expand into space without really
having very defined edges.
It's also relatively close to us, being only about 3,000
light-years away, Dr Hurley-Walker said, and there's
not very much dust in between.
"When it did explode, we probably would have been
able to see it. There are supernovae that go off in our
galaxy, but we can't see them all the time because of
the very, very dense dust that obscures the light so it
cannot get to us."

The 27 newly discovered supernova remnants. G0.1-9.7 is the top left. (Supplied: Natasha Hurley-Walker/GLEAM)

Dr Hurley-Walker said supernovae go off in the Milky
Way on average about every 200 years. And while
G0.1-9.7 appears in the radio spectrum, look at the
same area of the sky in the infrared and there's
nothing like it there.

"That's a good thing for us," said Dr Hurley-Walker, "because it means the emission wasn't from a glowing hot object, such as a region around a bright star, as that
would have shown up in both the infrared and the radio."
Supernova remnants are like the fossils of dead stars, according to astrophysicist Naomi McClure-Griffiths of the Australian National University, who wasn't involved in
the research.
"By finding them, we get to go back through the history of where stars lived and died in our own galaxy."
And that's important to know in order to understand why our galaxy is still alive. But supernova remnants are actually really hard to find, she said, and we haven't yet
found as many of them as we think we should. The MWA is proving to be very good at finding supernova remnants, but its successor, the Square Kilometre Array
promises to be thousands of times more sensitive and have much better resolution.
And then the hunt for supernova remnants, even on the opposite side of the Milky Way will be on in earnest.

"They're going to start popping out a lot more," Professor McClure-Griffiths said. "And this missing-supernova-remnants problem I think will start to disappear."

DARK MATTERS ~ Aussie ‘Hidden Figures’

▲

The hidden stories of Australia's first women working in computing
Full story: abc.net.au/news/science/2019-12-01/women-computing-astronomy-technology
In 1907 Prudence Valentine Williams became one of 72 Australian women tasked with cataloguing all of the stars in roughly one fifth of the night sky. Williams
was just 15 years old when she was recruited to work at the Perth Observatory as a "star measurer" on an ambitious international project called the Astrographic
Catalogue. The 72 women who worked on the catalogue in Australia were also among the very first women in the country to work in computing. Their story was
almost entirely omitted, and nearly forgotten — and they aren't the only women of computing who
have been sidelined in the history books.
The Astrographic Catalogue - The goal of
the Astrographic Catalogue was to measure
the precise location of every star.
Observatories at this time had begun
combining astronomy and photography to
take glass plate photographs of sections of
the night sky. Women from about 20 bureaus
around the world were employed to study
these pictures and calculate exactly where
each star sat in the celestial sphere. The
catalogue has been used to help direct
modern satellites such as the Kepler,
Hipparcos and Gaia space-based telescopes to
refine our understanding of where we sit in the
universe.
Government astronomer William Ernest Cooke and staff of the
Perth Observatory, including Prudence Valentine Williams (believed
to be the woman on the far left) in 1910.
(Sunday Times, Perth, May 1st 1910, via Trove)

Lee Hlavaty, creator of a computer firm, was celebrated for
her fashionable clothing and "feminine touches".
(Supplied: The Australian Women's Weekly via Trove)

The women became known as "computers", because they were tasked with computing the details about
each recorded star, said Toner Stevenson, whose PhD thesis focused on Prudence Valentine Williams
and the other women who worked on the Astrographic Catalogue in Australia.

"They weren't sure what to call these women," she said. "In some ways, many of them were employed along the lines of clerical assistants." The project began
to take the power of observation away from astronomers, who often calculated the size or brightness or position of stars using their own eyes, Dr Stevenson
said.
"And the power went to the person who was measuring the photographs," she said. These "computers" were now the ones tasked with measuring the equivalent
of longitude and latitude of each star. "That whole era was almost forgotten," said Dr Stevenson. "They were mentioned as, 'oh, yes, we did have female
computers', but there wasn't much work done to pick out individuals. Newspaper clippings from the time rarely mention Williams or her female colleagues by
name. But the Perth bureau alone computed the locations of around 200,000 stars. "[Williams] became well-known for her thoroughness and her capability, and
she ended up running the bureau there," Dr Stevenson said.
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The Ladies' Log - Along with other teams in Sydney and Melbourne, the Perth computers spent years doing repetitive and complex calculations that needed a
high level of mathematical ability. Along with other teams in Sydney and Melbourne, the Perth computers spent years doing repetitive and complex calculations that
needed a high level of mathematical ability.
Star map showing the Sydney Astrographic Zone — the region of the sky mapped by the Sydney Observatory for the Astrographic Catalogue.
(Sarah Reeves, Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences)

"The Australian contingent, we did about 18 per cent of the sky," said Dr Stevenson. The women computers entered all of their data
into what became known unofficially as "the Ladies' Log". "When you know how to decipher the initials, you can look up who
measured every single star. The evidence is there," Dr Stevenson said.
"It's just that, in a funny way, history didn't give the work of women much regard." At the time, women were also paid less than men,
and were forced to quit most jobs once they were married or had children. But of the women computers who worked on the
Astrographic Catalogue in Australia, Dr Stevenson said only Charlotte Emily Fforde Peel from Melbourne was officially credited in a
scientific paper. "Her name appears on a calculations and observations for a comet," she said. "That is the only evidence that I
have found so far of the 72 women who worked in this field."
And yet Dr Stevenson knows the computers' insights were
The human computers calculating the locations of stars on photographic plates
valuable to science. "What I found was that there's no doubt that at the Melbourne Measuring Bureau of the Astrographic Catalogue in 1901.
some of them were doing analytical science," Dr Stevenson
(The Australasian, 27 Apr 1901, via Trove)
said. "They were noticing things such as double stars. "These
variations in stars which occur — there was evidence of that in their logbooks." Given the
volume and depth of their work, Dr Stevenson said they should have been given more credit. "I
do find it surprising. But then, what other areas are women being given acknowledgment in? "It's
only recently, you know, since we've become a lot more aware of how history has been very
gender specific, that we've started to look."
Women at the birth of digital computing - Given their early involvement in this type of
computing, it may come as no surprise that women also played important roles at the dawn of
modern digital computing.
One of the most prominent examples is Kay Thorne (nee Sullivan) who was employed as a
technical assistant on Australia's first digital stored-program computer, CSIRAC. CSIRAC (the
CSIR Automatic Computer) was either the fourth
or fifth first-generation computer in the world,
depending on which computer historian you ask.
Trevor Pearcey coordinated the project, and
worked with several other male engineers and
physicists to construct the machine.
The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research Automatic Computer (CSIRAC)
was one of the world's first digital computers.
(Supplied: Museums Victoria)
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The Combined Societies Meeting is a gathering of the astronomical societies from
Brisbane and out-lying areas: AAQ, BAS, SAS, RAS, SEQAS, Stargayzers.
The societies come together to share new discoveries by their members for which
awards are given. Members from each society are asked to give a presentation of the
field of interest.
Pat Pearl, Peter Marples and Greg Bock from SAS received their awards for their
supernova discoveries from Brendan Junge, SAS President. This was Pat’s first
supernova - so it was extra special!
Talks included:
Renato Langersek and Jonathon Bradshaw gave a talk on splitting double stars.
A talk by Dr Ken Wishaw was given on the progress of the Australian Dark Sky Alliance.
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One of our members, Mike Geisel, has very kindly donated this brand new book to the SAS Library.

The Short Tube 80 Telescope - A User’s Guide by Neil to English
as part The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series
The Blurb: ‘Welcome to the first comprehensive guide to one of the world's most popular
telescopes: the ShortTube 80 refractor. With its ultra-portability, versatility, and relatively low
cost, this telescope continues to delight generations of stargazers.
Starting in the field under a dark sky, the author walks the reader through a typical evening
of stargazing, where the ShortTube 80 brings many astronomical treasures into focus. From
there, he provides an in-depth account of the optical properties of the ShortTube 80 refractor
and the accessories and mounting arrangements that maximize its potential both as a
spotting 'scope by day and an astronomical 'scope by night.
The main text discusses how the versatile ShortTube 80 can be used to study deep sky
objects, the Sun, the Moon, bright planets and even high-resolution projects, where the
instrument's features can be optimized for the observation of tight double and multiple stars.
It explores how the ShortTube 80 can image targets using camera phones, DSLRs and
dedicated astronomical CCD imagers.
Packed with practical advice gained from years of firsthand stargazing experience, this book
demonstrates exactly why ShortTube 80 has remained a firm favourite among amateur
astronomers for over three decades, and why it is likely to remain popular for many years to
come. ‘
The book will be available to borrow for members as of the next meeting.
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Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed there, if you have a Facebook account. To date, there are now 700+ people enjoying
the page. You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and plenty of helpful advice from our members. Join the page: share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography.
If you have astronomy/photography gear to sell, feel free to place your ad on the page.

NASA Solar System Exploration
4 December at 04:24
The HiRISE camera aboard our Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter keeps a
sharp eye on the Red Planet.See details and more images at: https://
go.nasa.gov/381Qtko
This image taken by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft shows
sedimentary rock and sand within Danielson Crater, an impact crater about
42 miles or 67 kilometres in diameter, located in the southwest Arabia Terra
region of Mars.

NASA Solar System Exploration
· 29 November ·
On their way home from the Moon 50 years ago, the
Apollo 12 astronauts witnessed this view of Earth
eclipsing the Sun. We’re grateful for our beautiful solar
system — and everyone who explores along with us.
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Here are the answers to the November Quiz. The next quiz will be in the February edition.

November QUIZ - Comets

Answers

1

Comet Shoemaker – Levy 9 plunged into which planet in 1994?

1. Jupiter

2

As a comet passes through the Solar System, the pressure of solar
radiation causes the tail to point which way?

2. Away from the Sun

3

What are the two main regions believed to be the source of comets?

3. Oort Cloud and Kuiper Belt

4

An amateur astronomer in Crimea recently discovered an interstellar
comet. What is its name?

4. 2I/Borisov

5

Halley’s Comet, probably most well-known of comets, comes around
every how many years?

5. 75 to 76 years. Next predicted 2061
6. Philae

6

Rosetta was a space probe built by the European Space Agency
launched on 2 March 2004. Its lander module studied comet 67P/
Churyumov–Gerasimenko.. What was the name of the lander?
In 2007, Australians had a front seat view of the brightest comet for
around 40 years. It was discovered by an astronomer at Siding Spring.
What is the name of the comet?

Discovered by Rob McNaught. It was a non-periodic comet found in
Ophiuchus constellation

7

8

What are the main components of a comet?

9

In SE Qld, we have a local astronomer who has made several comet
discoveries – 6 to date. What is his name?

10 Name some comets not already mentioned.

7.Comet McNaught - also known as the Great Comet of 2007

8. ice, rocky material, gasses (usually a mixture of water vapor,
ammonia, carbon dioxide)
9. Terry Lovejoy
10 Enke, Hale-Bopp, Hyakutake, Panstarrs, SchwassmanWacheman, Asassn, Swift-Tuttle, Hemple-Tuttle +++++++

Members’
Mark Boothman ~ 5 December

Rosette Nebula taken “late” in the night.
300 frames at 15 seconds with Optolong
L-Enhance filter, zwo071mc pro, 11”
rasa
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Tony Kim ~ 29 November
Might as well throw
another Andromeda in the
mix! Last one for the year,
I promise! Taken with
ED72 + ASI1600MC + AZ
GTe.
Unguided 30sec x 180
frames.
Processed in pixinsight
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Noeleen Lowndes ~
~ Fiery Bushfire Sunset ~
This is what our afternoon skies look like at the moment with the atmosphere full of dust and
smoke from the severe drought out west and all the bushfires. Thank goodness some rain is
forecast in the next couple of days, in the mean time it does make for some incredibly fiery sunset
displays. The amazing colours in this sunset were just stunning…even the water looked like it was
on fire!
Images were taken at Jabiru Island Park at Paradise Point last Thursday with a Canon G7 X Mark
11 camera on manual focus; exposure was 1250th second and ISO125.

Mike Geisel ~ 5 December

Moon around Hyginus and Hyginus rille Sky Watcher Apo Esprit 150 EQ8 mount ZWO
ASI 290 mm teleview powermate 2.5 5000 subs best 25% in Autostakkert!2 and
Lightroom CC for post
M42 the Great Nebulae in Orion in Narrow Band
Sky Watcher APO Esprit 150 EQ8 mount ZWO ASI 1600 mm-c Hydrogen Beta to Red,
Hydrogen Alpha to Green and Oxygen 111 to blue. All 3 channels 10 subs of 3 min
each Deep Sky Stacker, Nebulosity 4, Pix insight Lightroom CC
Getting better with modified Hubble Palette colour correction in Pix Insight but still a
long way to go until I am happy.
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Greg Bock ~ I'm finally happy with this portrait of NGC1365, yes, another one of my favourite galaxies..
At 56 million light years, its virtually a close neighbour, and also has a close shape since the prominent bar across the nucleus is thought to
resemble a similar bar in our own Milky Way..It has provided 4 recorded supernova outbursts, SN1957C, SN1983V, SN2001du, and SN2012fr

I first imaged this beauty on
24 August 2001 for Bob
Evans when he discovered
SN2001du....wow 18 years
ago now, where does the
time go??
This image was taken at
Leyburn with my GSO 10"
RC at F5.6, using an
AtikOne6 camera and 60
minute exposures each of
luminance, Red, Green and
Blue.. October 2019.
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Glenn Burgess glennb44c@hotmail.com
For sale is my 12" Meade ACF f10 telescope OTA and accessories.
Time to downsize so this great scope can find a new home.

Comes with
Moonlight 2" SCT focusser with High res stepper motor and MiniV2 controller for manual or computer focus adjustment.
Losmandy mounting plate
Astrozap dew shield
2x Meade tube balance bars
8x30 Finderscope
Bahtinov mask
Original padded transport carton.
In great condition. Beautiful optics for sure.
Asking $4200 Neg

SAS website - Update
SAS Members have previously been able to load images onto the SAS website: sas.org.au
That option has now been removed due to hacking and spam. A new process is now available via Instagram.
Here are the steps to generate an access token and get added to the SAS gallery :
Step 1. Login to instagram.com
Step 2. Go to https://www.instagram.com/developer/
Step 3. Click on "Manage Clients" at the top
Step 4. Fill out the form like so (pictured)

Step 5. Click on "Manage Clients" again
Step 6. Click on Register a new Client ID
Step 7. Fill out the form like so (pictured - use your own email address though)
Step 8. Click on "Manage Clients" again
Step 9. Copy the CLIENT ID
Step 10. Click on the "Security" tab

Step 11. Remove the tick for "disable implicit auth"
Step 12. Go to this address but paste the CLIENT ID where it says "YOUR_CLIENT_ID_HERE":

https://www.instagram.com/oauth/authorize/?client_id=YOUR_CLIENT_ID_HERE&redirect_uri=http://
sas.org.au&response_type=token

Step 13. Click AUTHORISE
Step 14. You will be redirected to sas.org.au BUT the address will include the access token eg:

http://sas.org.au/#access_token=24030652.a8d4e59.cea127d33aeb49878bc775bb0226dd14

Step 15. Copy that full address or access token and send it to dylan@dnadigital.com.au and
your account will be added to the SAS gallery.
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights held at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera

23

For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Membership Officer: Bronwyn Smith starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com
Website http://sas.org.au

MEETINGS:
Committee— 5:00pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New moon
weekend

January

No meeting

24th to 26th

February

Saturday 8th

21st to 23rd

March

Saturday 7th

21st to 23rd

April

Saturday TBA

5th to 7th

May

Saturday 9th

22nd to 24th

June

Saturday 5th

19th to 21st

July

Saturday 4th

17th to 19th

August

Saturday 1st

21st to 23rd

September

Saturday 5th AGM

18th to 20th

October

Saturday 3rd

16th to 18th

November

Saturday 7th

14th to 16th

December

Saturday (date to be confirmed)

11th to 13th

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar days
will be added during the year. Details will be provided in the
EH newsletter.

Easter Holidays 10th to 13th

InOMN 26th September

Christmas Party
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Postal address:
Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
Meeting venue: Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
SECRETARY – Bronwyn Smith
starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

Times: Committee Meeting 5: 00 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by
blind carbon copy email so others cannot see
your email address – if you do not want Event
Horizon emailed please inform the sender.
The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends
attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings,
Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if
you would prefer this not to happen, please advise
the Society in writing.
If members require a copy of the Society’s
Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS
Web Site are presented in good faith as the original
work of the person submitting them. The SAS and
its members accept no responsibility or liability
whatsoever if the person submitting them has used
another person’s property without their permission
or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are
the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise
specified) and comprise their own technical and/or
other information and are not necessarily the
opinion of SAS or its members.
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LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, 27th to 29th December 2019 and 24th to 26th January 2020.

LEYBURN is 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbi & Mark Bolton who live permanently on site. The Dark Sky site is for SAS members
only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.

PROTOCOL:
•

ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise pre-arranged.

•

TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions and any inquires that you have about going out to the
property .

•

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park

•

CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)

•

COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin, which will be near the toilet)

OTHER INFORMATION
•
•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•
•
•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am
- 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear
stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.

▲

Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their
website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the
astronomy community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items.
Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address:
84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual
event held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early
August. Check the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.
For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some
of the past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning
realistic night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. Sir Thomas Brisbane
Planetarium

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy
Airport. Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is
Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website
for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science,
and one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more
details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe offers a wide
range of activities including stargazing, bush walks, national parks and wineries as
well as star gazing with the owner or on your own.
28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s
usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to
speak to the presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the
top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy –
and perhaps even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South
Brisbane. tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and
New Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search,
discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
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